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• “The landscape itself is a reticulate maze of criss-crossing lines of ancestral travel, with the most significant localities at its nodal points. Localities identified by particular landscape features – hills, rocks, gullies, waterholes, and so on- embody the ancestors’ powers of creativity and movement in a congealed form.” (Ingold, 2000, 141)
Cultural Landscape ontologies

MINDSCAPE: perception landscape through places, spaces, maps, minds

ANCIENT MIND AND MODERN PERCEPTION: THE MAP IS NOT THE TERRITORY
Landscape Matrix

- Texture
- Color
- Shape
- Pattern
- Affordance
- Relation
- Places

- What does the landscape consist of (now)?
- How do we perceive the landscape and what do we perceive (now through our minds)?
- What did the ancient landscape consist of? How did ancient people perceive their landscape (through the ancient minds)?
- How can we perceive the ancient landscape?
- How the Virtual and the sciences of complexity can help us to face up these issues?
One of the first needs in ancient times is to draw and to identify the space.

A floor plan on a clay tablet from about 2300 B.C.
The mindscape regards all the ecosystem’s relations needed for constructing the “map” in ancient and modern minds; mindscape is the way with which it is possible to perceive the landscape.

We aware that only cultural and anthropological background can help us to imagine and to construct a mindscape in diachronic and territorial terms.
Mindscape

• What does the landscape consist of (now)?
• How do we perceive the ancient landscape and what do we perceive (through ancient mental maps)?
• How do we perceive the archaeological landscape (through actual mental maps)?
• What did the ancient landscape consist of?
• How did ancient people perceive their landscape (through the ancient minds)?
• How can we perceive the ancient landscape?
• How the Virtual and the sciences of complexity can help us to face up these issues?

Mapscape

• Mapscape represents the act of studying cartographic relations and spatial overlay (analogic, raster and vector) in order to produce a theoretical model of the landscape starting from the contemporary viewpoint and in comparison with the ancient dwelling.
• Cartographic data and drawings of the modern landscape are mapscapes, a GIS overlay of raster and vector data is a mapscape; we could say that every metaphoric action for representing the “observed landscape” is a mapscape.
Mapping and Mapmaking

- According to Denis Wood “mapping and mapmaking “do not mean the same thing” (1992, 32)[…] Mapping is a capacity universal to humans, established along with other capacity of the human mind-brain through a process of evolution under natural selection. […]
- Whereas mapping, like speaking, might be regarded as a “universal expression of individual existence, mapmaking, like writing, has to be seen as an unusual function of specifiable social circumstances arising only within certain social structures.

Taskscape

- The definition of taskscape is interesting because Ingold doesn’t intend the landscape in aesthetic sense, but as context of human and not human activities. “The landscape as a whole must likewise be understood as the taskscape in its embodied form: a pattern of activities collapsed into an array of features”. […]
- “The activities that comprise the taskscape are unending, the landscape is never complete. Neither built nor unbuilt, it is perpetually under construction. […] The landscape seems to be what we see around us, whereas the taskscape is what we hear. In other words, the taskscape exists not just as activity but as interactivity.
Aksum, 2001: taskscape

- Domestic activities
- Ceremonial activities

Space and place (map vs territory)

- Territory → Space (reality)
- Map → place
- Map → virtual
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Geographical/spatial accuracy

- Satellites Ikonos, Quickbird < 1mt
- DGPS with Racal Systems (satellite correction) < 25 cm
- DGPS dual frequency (ground station) < 1cm
- 3D Photomodelling >= 1 cm
- 3D Laser scanners < 7 mm

Key issues

- Integrated technologies
- Accuracy
- Scale
- Georeferenced data
- Representation
- Communication
- Costs/time
From space to place

The map is not the territory
(Gregory Bateson, 1972, *Steps to an ecology of mind*)

The Terramare Project: reconstruction of an invisible archaeological landscape
S. Ilario Alluvial fan (Late Pleistocene);
- Praticello paleochannel deeply cut down, active during the Bronze Age;
- Fluvial ridge;
- Small meandering water courses;
- Low lying flood basins;
- Unstructured Bronze Age sites (a: on surface; b: buried);
- Terramare (structured sites);
- Main axes of the Roman centuriation;
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TERRAMARA OF S. ROSA
DGPS: DEM of the Bronze Age site of S. Rosa

DGPS: identification of a Roman villa
DGPS survey: 3D visualization of the DEM concerning a Roman villa
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Tambo Colorado

- Tambo Colorado was one of several sites built by the Incas in the manifestation of their power and in an effort to integrate the conquered peoples of Chincha and Ica into their empire.
- The site contains extensive standing adobe architecture from the Inca period as well as both post and pre-Incan surface structures that are found extensively throughout the surrounding terrain.
- This project has focused on the development of an integrated digital documentation strategy, utilizing state-of-the-art digital documentation techniques ranging from high resolution photography and satellite imagery to high definition survey methods such as laser scanning.
- This has facilitated the recording of the site in a variety of scales from the macro-scale of the region to the micro-scale of surface structures and construction details of the architecture.
- The methodology is designed to provide an accurate three dimensional record of the existing architectural elements and surrounding landscape in order to assist with archaeological analysis of the built environment and to provide a record of a site that is rapidly deteriorating.
Integrated technologies

- Close range laser scanners
- Long range laser scanners
- Kite photography
- QTVR
- Digital video/multimedia
- DGPS

Tambo Colorado, Peru
Tambo Colorado: DGPS map and Landsat 7 bands
DGPS single frequency
Accuracy: < 30cm
Racal system
Mapping in real time, PDA- bluetooth, Arcpad, DGPS RTK